43rd CSS meeting
Agenda Item 5.1
First action for the SSCs

As a reminder

The CSS requested in November 2017 the Safety Standard Committees (SSC) to determine which safety standards currently under development and already published could be strengthened in this respect and for the SSC Chairs to report on progress to the CSS meetings in 2018.
Second action: SSCs Contribution to the Preparation of a Safety Report

- The CSS recommends that a Safety Report be prepared (drafted by experts from each of the five SSCs and involvement of NSGC, and the Secretaries of ICRP and UNSCEAR) to address the concepts listed in the Feb 2018 CM Report on Attribution to provide
  - Practical guidance, including case studies, on how to apply concepts of retrospective attribution of radiation health effects,
  - Prospective inference of health risks from radiation exposures, and
  - Prediction of notional health effects for comparative purposes (e.g., use of collective dose).

- Identify experts at the June/July SSC and NSGC meetings to participate in the drafting of the Safety Report starting Quarter 4 of 2018.
Third action for the SSCs: Initiate an SF-1 Review

• June/July 2018: Review SF-1 at each of the SSC meetings
• November 2018: Report to the CSS its findings of reviews of SF-1
• Nov 2018: CSS Discussion
• Secretariat could develop a DPP for the consideration of a revision of SF-1: early 2019
• Submission of the DPP to the SSCs: mid-2019
• Submission of the DPP to the CSS: end 2019
• Starting the SF-1 dialogue & drafting of the revision: early 2020
Thank you!